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Contextualized Evaluation of Advanced STEM MOOCs

Abstract

While it is well-known that massive open online courses (MOOCs) attract large numbers of learners with few completing them, less is known about how to evaluate MOOCs and what metrics are appropriate in open online educational environments. The openness of the MOOC environment presents major challenges to understanding how or what type of learning is occurring and whether the pedagogies used are particularly effective. Furthermore, little is known about the many MOOC users and what they hope to gain, and whether they actually achieve their learning goals. The primary research goal of this NSF-funded project is to provide theoretical foundations for evaluation of online learning environments and increase the capacity for science, engineering, technology, and mathematics (STEM) MOOC evaluation and research. This project focuses on the following research questions: (1) What constructs contribute to learners’ behavior in advanced STEM MOOCs? (2) What stakeholder needs inform their decisions in offering and designing advanced STEM MOOCs? and (3) What is a context sensitive, generalizable framework of evaluation for advanced STEM MOOCs? To answer these research questions, we triangulate information from: stakeholder interviews, surveys of learners, and learner analytics.

Introduction

Massive open online courses, or MOOCS, have caused much discussion in both media outlets and academic journals. NSF and other funding agencies (e.g., Hewitt Foundation) have invested millions of dollars in support of college level courses being offered for free or low-cost to anyone with internet access. The openness of the courses, high enrollment numbers, and heterogeneity of learners in any given course have complicated how to make sense of the value of offering MOOCs, both on the individual course level and the overall impact of MOOCs. Because of the openness of the course and large numbers of enrollment, MOOCs present major challenges to the educational evaluation community. In particular, there have been concerns regarding what type of evaluation metrics are applicable for a MOOC environment. Nonetheless, it may be possible to address these concerns with a thorough understanding the contexts of courses, learners, and stakeholders. The first challenge is to make sense of who is utilizing the MOOCs, and for what purposes. The openness of MOOCs invites learners from diverse backgrounds, which may or may not include the prerequisite knowledge, motivation, and time commitment. The result is a largely anonymous set of users, for whom traditional educational evaluation indices have little meaning. Traditional metrics such as drop, fail, and withdrawal percentages have little to no evaluative utility when many learners have no intention or motivation to complete courses in a traditional fashion. At the same time, outcomes of learners who actually wanted to fully engage may get lost among all those that did not. Likewise, descriptive statistics, such as course means, materials accessed, grades, and completion rates simply do not describe the diversity of interest, intent, behavior, and learning.

Another major challenge to making sense of the value of offering MOOCs are the potentially competing stakeholder goals. The major MOOC platforms were formed out of desire to make access to educational content open, yet little evaluative information is available to help determine
the success of any given course offering or to foster continual improvement. Instructors and universities partnering with MOOC platforms likely have different goals for MOOCs than widespread awareness. Furthermore, instructors themselves may vary as the topics taught range from very general to specialized engineering content. In the case of advanced STEM-content MOOCs, or content typically taught in upper level or graduate STEM fields, there are significant, specialized prerequisite knowledge (e.g., calculus, differential equations) assumptions of the learner. Therefore, it is expected that advanced STEM MOOCs enrollment would be far lower than MOOCs on introductory-level topics. Yet, for those working in a variety of settings, there is to directly apply the new information to on the job projects, which could increase the overall value of having access to the content. These examples illustrate how course and stakeholder context can affect what data should be collected and how it should be interpreted in non-trivial ways.

Evaluation fundamentals begin with a stakeholders’ needs assessment. The success of a course should be evaluated based on the extent to which the needs of the stakeholders have been met in addition to learning outcomes, as they have meaning to the learner. Following that, we understand that institutional, learner, instructor, and course information is needed to contextualize any evaluation conducted in an advanced STEM MOOC. Figure 1 shows the Contextualized Evaluation Framework. The Contextualized Framework emerges from our hypothesis that learner characteristics (e.g. intentions for learning content, level of preparedness for content, current career state, socio-economic demographics, etc.) and course characteristics (e.g. content, pedagogy, instructional design) influence learner behavior and ultimately the learning outcomes in an advanced STEM MOOC. The overall value of the outcomes is determined by the learner and stakeholder goals. The overarching goal of the Contextual Evaluation Framework for Advanced STEM MOOCs project is to provide deep theoretical foundations for evaluation in online learning environments and increase the capacity for science, engineering, technology, and mathematics (STEM) MOOC evaluation and research. To develop the evaluation metrics necessary for contextualized advanced STEM MOOC evaluations, the significant stakeholders, learner, and course variables must be identified through research. The specific project goals are: (1) to identify the stakeholder goals and information needs, (2) to identify the contextual learner and course characteristics that contribute to learner behavior, (3) to develop the metrics needed to assess learner and course characteristics in an online learning environment, and (4) to iteratively test the theoretical framework of how learner and course characteristics are related to evaluation outcomes.
Stakeholder Goals and Information Needs

Year 1 stakeholder need assessment activities focused on understanding instructor reasons and intended outcomes from teaching STEM MOOCs and the learning needs of STEM MOOC participants. Our team recruited STEM MOOC instructors identified through major MOOC platforms, and conducted 17 semi-structured interviews, each lasting 45 – 60 minutes. The interviews were focused on three aspects: (1) instructors’ approach to pedagogy, (2) primary reason for teaching a MOOC, and (3) what information would be useful to support teaching and evaluate the experience. The key outcome from the interviews is the identification of evaluation criteria that would be meaningful to instructors. From this identified criteria, we will develop metrics to assess the degree to which each criterion has been met and together, will form a rubric for MOOC evaluator use.

Our interview results indicate that STEM MOOC instructors generally have a strong desire to make their content available to learners that will utilize it. Much publicity has been given to the fact that few actually complete a MOOC - yet the small percentage of completers may be the intended audience who value the course content most highly. Not all learners, browse or sporadically utilize materials, yet MOOC literature overall tends to downplay the learners that utilize the materials in a more consistent, traditional course manner. While many acknowledged the mass of learners, and the difficulty of interacting with all of them, they were often quick to talk about individuals they felt benefitted from the course materials. One instructor put it this way, “He [student] would never have been exposed to quantum physics at such a young age [without the MOOC].”

Another preliminary finding is that STEM MOOC instructors value providing access to technical content that learners otherwise would not have. One example of this was stated as a question,
"What do the active learners, the people who are submitting everything and really active, what kinds of things are they doing versus people who are more kind of tourists?" Another example of this is, “It would be nice if we had more feedback from the platform about why people drop out, even though they are apparently interested in the subject. I don't have any answers to that. The platform does not really provide that type of feedback. You can see the statistics, you can see how many people have completed something or not but there is no way to say why.”

**Advanced STEM MOOC Learners**

Our team has analyzed learner usage in advanced STEM MOOCs offered through the edX platform. Through cluster analysis across courses, we have found five consistent learner usage patterns: **Fully Engaged, Consistent Viewers, Two-Week Engaged, One-Week Engaged, and Sporadic Learners.** Fully Engaged learners access course materials and take the assessments throughout the duration of the course. Consistent Viewers also stay engaged with course materials through the course, but do not attempt many of the assessments. Two-Week Engaged learners fully participate in course materials, including assessments, but then disengage with the course. Like-wise, One-Week Engaged learners participate in all or most course materials for one week. The largest group, Sporadic Learners, access materials in no clear pattern.

We have administered and analyzed pre and post-surveys to learners enrolled in six advanced STEM MOOCs related to their level of preparation for the advanced content, interests, motivation to fully participate, and intentions to use the course materials. Post-surveys asked questions related to satisfaction with the course and feedback for improvement. To date, more than 4000 pre and post surveys have been collected. One interesting finding from survey respondents is that 58% of those who completed the course take the pre-survey, and 56% of those who stay engaged throughout the course completed the survey. Yet, 82% of those that sporadically use the materials did not complete the survey. This finding suggests that our survey results may generalize well for learners who fully engage and/or complete the course, while there is still little known about those that use the course more sporadically.

**Next Steps**

Year 2 of the project will focus on testing what learner characteristics contribute to MOOC usage through predictive models, building a course analytics pipeline for visualizing learner performance, mapping of course characteristics, and development of evaluation tools (criteria and rubrics) useful for MOOC evaluation.
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